Network Applications service tower added to Contract 2210
Telecommunications Purchasing Arrangements (TPAs) [1]
24 May 2019
Available now to eligible buyers, joining the other four service towers of Fixed Data, Fixed Voice,
Internet and Mobile.

The Department of Finance, Services and Innovation has expanded Contract 2210
Telecommunications Purchasing Arrangements [2] to include a fifth service tower, Network
Applications.

Services in the Network Applications service tower
Network Applications provide additional, 'over-the-top' services for network connectivity, enhancing
one or more aspects of communication between sites. These services can use multiple types of
underlying carriage in flexible configurations.
The first service already available in Network Applications is Software Defined Wide Area Network as
a Service (SD-WANaaS).
This is a service that uses overlay, or over-the-top, technologies to provide connectivity to one or
more customer locations.
This over-the-top service can offer improvements in performance and service delivery
capabilities over traditional fixed data services.
Being offered ‘as a service’, most components are provided as a bundled service by a single service
provider. However, carriage can be provided by a third party or the customer, where the SD-WAN
provider manages the carriage for the customer.

Contract features
Like the other service towers, Network Applications has a service catalogue with a standard
specification and price book.
As it is part of Contract 2210, it also incorporates all other conditions such as annual benchmarking
and most favoured customer pricing to ensure that pricing remains aligned to the best market rates
available.

Approved suppliers
Vocus, Optus and Vertel are the initial three suppliers, with further suppliers to be added in coming
weeks.
More suppliers and services may be added in the future.
For more information, contact the NSW Procurement Service Centre on
nswbuy@treasury.nsw.gov.au [3] or 1800 679 289.
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Category:

Information and communication technology (ICT) [4]
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Sign up [5] for email updates.
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